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SLENDERFENDER FIT KIT ™ 

 

I originally designed the SLENDERFENDER FIT KIT ™mainly for my pediatric clientele. Parents 

asked me to produce an alternative to the flat mudguards offered by wheelchair manufactures. I spent 

several years perfecting a kit to accommodate wheel diameters from 18” – 26” and up to 2.25” wide 

tires. The hardware needs to be solid and required zero rotation after the install. Why I designed a kit 

for my customers was purely for their own empowerment. Too many accessories are entry level and 

manufactured purely for margins, not build quality.  The Slenderfender Fit Kit is expensive to 

manufacture here in North America from quality processes and materials. After my clients receive their 

Slenderfender Fit Kit they can custom fit their install to their own individual needs. I’m very proud of this 

product and have shipped them around the globe. I love to hear from parents who aren’t replacing their 

children’ s clothing as often. My other clients appreciate keeping their cloths clean during events and 

socializing. 

 

To date the Slenderfender™ Fit Kit is available in some different configurations. 

 

1) SLENDERFENDER™ EXTRA WIDE (1.00” – 1.1.8”) CLAMPS – KIT 

-trimmed to provide the widest coverage for tire widths (1.75”-2.25”). 

 

2) SLENDERFENDER™ TRANSFER FENDER WITH (1” - 1.18”) CLAMPS – KIT 

-trimmed to provide the narrowest tire coverage to aid in wheel assembly removal. 

 

3) SLENDERFENDER™ STANDERD (1”- 1.18”) MODIFIED CLAMPS – KIT 

-clamps have extra recessing to facilitate installs close to screws and crossmembers. 

 

4) SLENDERFENDER™ STANDERD (1.18” – 1.375”) CLAMPS – KIT 

-clamps designed to be installed on oversized aluminum and some oblong tubing. 

 

5) SLENDERFENDER™ MOUNTED TO EXISTING MUDGUARDS – KIT 

-you supply the mud guard with hardware, we supply the fender parts. 

 

6) SLENDERFENDER™ ELONGATED BOTTOM RADIUS (1.18”–1.375”) – KIT 

-trimmed using a modified radius to maximize the fender’s vertical height. 
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22.5 DEG MODULAR/DISC HARDWARE™ 

 

With our hardware you won’t require a variety of J-hooks, locks and flats. You won’t need to inventory J-

hooks and locks, to fit ¾”, 7/8” and 1” wheelchair frame tubing. Our 22.5 DEG MODULAR/DISC 

HARDWARE™ can be installed onto a flat back interface or a pre-bent back-shell.  You can also 

mount our 22.5 DEG MODULAR/DISC HARDWARE™ at any angle from 22.5deg up to 45deg. 

Our 22.5 DEG MODULAR HARDWARE™ can also be installed with a SEATS J-HOOK 

option or shoulder screws to utilize existing Sunrise’s J-2 bottom brackets. Our 22.5 DEG 

MODULAR/DISC HARDWARE™ have 9 - ¼-20 tapped holes on ½” centers for ease of mounting 

accessories, onto the back shell. the When combining SEATS interface hardware, you can install to 

both vertical (back shells) and horizontal surfaces (drop bases) A combination of SUPPORT 

BRACKETS H.D ™ can be slightly modified to create support brackets for a variety of seating and 

mobility applications. 

 

 

 

 

OTHER APPLICATIONS FOR OUR SEATS INTERFACEING HARDWARE 

 

Lateral support reinforcement 

Foot pocket installation 

Calf board installation 

Flat seat base construction 

Angled seat construction 

Pre-bent wheelchair canes 

Installing swing away lateral hardware when combined with our THREAD SLED EASY 

MOUNT 8”, 10” AND 12” 
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SUPPORT BRACKET H.D ™ 

 

SUPPORT BRACKET H.D ™ are manufactured from 3” wide by ¼” thick aircraft grade 

aluminum. SUPPORT BRACKET H.D ™ are designed to be mounted onto both the inside of 

your custom back or the outside. The hole spacing matches our THREAD SLED ™ 

If you’re dealing with a client who’s getting their first fit, and you’re unable to free up any staff to 

transfer them in and out of the chair. How do you adjust the laterals? SUPPORT BRACKET H.D 

™ when combined with the THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT™ is the solution. With the 

client already positioned in their chair you can move the lateral support pads without transferring the 

client. All you need to do is loosen the two screws from the SUPPORT BRACKET H.D ™ slots. 

which are attached to our THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™. After the client’s fitting is 

completed, you can add an additional two screws in the ¼” clearance holes. SUPPORT BRACKET 

H.D ™ to prevent the brackets from rotating. One SUPPORT BRACKET H.D ™ is enough for 

pediatrics applications. If you’re dealing with larger adults, we suggest you use two.  

  

HERE ARE SOME OTHER APPLICATIONS FOR SEATS SUPPORT BRACKET ™ 

-seats support brackets installed on the rear of the back interface combined with 

our THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™.  hardware enables both vertical and 

horizontal adjustment of the thoracic lateral pads. While the client remains 

seated in their chair. 

-can be installed on power chair t-slot rails to add pelvic, thigh and knee supports. 

-can be installed to our Thread Sled Easy Mount 12inch hardware which is 

installed to the power chair’s t-slot and then extended past the t-slot termination. 

Very useful when your client has a centre mounted footrest and their legs are in 

abduction.  

-can be installed onto manual wheelchairs using 1inch clamps. 

-available in flat, 90 deg, 22.5deg, in lengths of 8.5”, 10.5”, 12” and 14” 
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THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ (HORIZONTAL-VERTICAL MOUNT) 

HORIZONTAL INSTALL 

I designed and use SEATS THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ 8”,10” & 12” models in 

my own custom seating and mobility manufacturing business. They can be installed on any new build 

in your custom seating shop. If it’s not a new build we’ve got you covered here at SEATS Inc. The 

THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ has been designed to be retrofitted to most pre-existing 

custom seating systems and commercial products and the 8”, 10” – 12” can be installed onto a power 

chair’s Rehab Seating horizontal slotted track. The THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ have 

been designed to be riveted, screwed or bolted onto most seating surfaces.  

For power chair applications such as knee and thigh guides. We’ve added two different sized Counter 

Bored Holes for ease of installation while utilizing manufacture’s supplied T- nuts, in both Standard 

and Metric sizes.  

Need to offset a headrest and shoulder straps to a pre-existing upholstered OBSS style back cushion? 

I’ve had to in my Custom seating business and it’s not pleasant nor is it profitable. THREAD SLED 

EASY MOUNT ™ system combined with your headrest of choice can be accommodated with our 

new THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™. Need to add a headrest and shoulder straps to any 

commercially built back. Requiring some horizontal adjustment with some 1” belt loops for adding a 

chest component? THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ is your solution. 

 It’s becoming more difficult to be profitable building and dispensing custom seating and mobility 

products. Some of the hardware that’s available to wheelchair vendors and custom fabricators are 

limited not universal and sometimes not very safe to use with our growing barratric population. With 

the THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ 10” and 12” models you can easily align horizontally, 

two headrest vertical posts. With double the headrest hardware you can rest assured that your 

client’s needs for strength are met. In addition, you have some room to move the headrest back and 

forth to provide your clients with improved head alignment.   THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ 

combined with our trusted THREAD SLEDS™ provides superior clamping force. THREAD 

SLEDS ™clamping capacity is more than four times greater than ¼-20 t-nuts.  In addition, the 

THREAD SLEDS™ has four tapped ¼-20 holes spaced on ½” centres, that can be positioned 

anywhere within your THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™slot. You have the option of using our 

convieant hand wheels for daily adjustments or use four machine screws to secure the headrest clamp 

in your client’s preferred head position.  

 Given today’s stressful working environment. Where there are fewer bodies to help the seating and 

mobility professionals on site with equipment dispenses and all of the necessary hardware 



adjustments. With our THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ horizontal mount, you won’t need to 

transfer your clients in and out of their chair. During the time required for you to drill additional holes 

to reposition the headrest clamp to the left or right. The clientele in my SEATS’ business consists of a 

very diverse population. Some of my barratic clients weigh in at hundreds of pounds. Do I have a 

solution for you, it’s the amazing THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™? The advantages of 

replacing your traditional T-Nuts or Lock Nut – bolt combination, for securing various items to a 

seating device. The advantages are undisputable after you’ve tried our THREAD SLED EASY 

MOUNT ™’s horizontal position. You supply your pre-existing headrest hardware’s clamp which 

requires minimal adjustments to be installed onto our THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ It 

only takes minutes. 

 

VERTICAL INSTALL 

Our THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ can also be installed vertically. I recall 

hundreds of rushed fitting appointments I’ve shared with therapists, families and other vendors 

during my long career in the Seating and Mobility profession. This is another reason why I’ve 

worked very hard designing and testing an array or hardware prototypes. The THREAD SLED 

EASY MOUNT ™ began its humble beginnings as the THREAD SLEDS™. I originally 

designed the THREAD SLEDS™ because I was always trying to adjust thoracic laterals and 

pelvic stabilizers with the clients sitting in the chair. Which required drilling more holes for 

mounting our SUPPORT BRACKETS H. D™ in different positions. That’s why I designed 

the THREAD SLEDS™ but I was still required to cut the ½” vertical slots through the ABS or 

wooden surface. Then installing the THREAD SLEDS™ which exposed the tapped holes 

behind the back cushion and not accessible from the rear. As a result, it’s time consuming and 

not very easy to determine if the onsite adjustments have helped or hindered because there are 

too many bodies in the way.  

 

THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ advantages. 

During your initial build or while retrofitting an existing back interface the vendor can now install 

vertically one or two of our THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ to the rear of the back 

interface. With the addition of one of one or more of our SUPPORT BRACKETS H.D™ 

installed onto your THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™. The vendor, therapist and even 

some family members can make some quick adjustments if needed, while the client remains 

seated in their chair. Our retaining cup washers can be tightened to the desired lateral height for 

installing the SUPPORT BRACKETS H.D™. We’ve attached both the THREAD SLED 

EASY MOUNT ™ and our versatile SUPPORT BRACKETS H.D™ on the client’s seat 

rails with clamps, when a slotted t-nut rail wasn’t available. 



 

 

CUSTOM BUILT SEATING PRODUCTS 

1) .25” DRILL BIT 

2) ALLEN KEYS 

3) ELECTRIC DRILL 

COMMERCIAL SEATING PRODUCTS 

1) ALLEN KEYS 

SOME SUGGESTED THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ (horizontal-vertical) 

APPLICATIONS 

Custom manufactured plastic back cushion interfaces for installing headrest clamps. 

Retro fitting wooden OBSS back interfaces. 

Tray surface for switch installation. 

Retro fitting fabric upholstered traditional seating products, with stapled covers. 

Thread Sled’s hole spacing is based on ½” centers, most commercially made hardware uses 1” 

& 2” spacing. 

Power base commercial back interfacing, with limited space for accessing lock nuts. 

For ease of hardware adjustments while the client is sitting in their wheelchair. All that’s required 

by the technician is T-Style hex head Allen key. 

Sunrise Medical manufacture a very good quality swing away lateral hardware product, for the 

J-3 commercial back. I use it all the time when manufacturing pediatric backs. The beauty of this 

hardware is that you can adjust the angle. When I manufacture our back interfaces with the 22.5 

deg SEATS modular hardware. I also pre-set the hardware angle at 22.5 deg. With some 

spacers and washers, I install the lateral hardware directly to our Thread Sled’s surface on 1” 

centres. 

Installing J-3 swing away laterals to the Sunrise J-3 commercial back but using the 

Thread Sled Easy Mount system for improved vertical and horizontal adjustments. 

 

 



THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ HEADREST – KIT (continued) 

  

SOME TOOLS REQUIRED FOR YOUR INSTALL 

 

CUSTOM BUILT/COMMERCIAL SEATING PRODUCTS  

1) 8.6MM DRILL BIT(SUPPLIED) 

2) ALLEN KEYS 

3) DRILL 

PRE-EXISTING SEATING PRODUCTS 

1) 8.6MM DRILL BIT (SUPPLIED) 

2) WOOD SCREWS 

SOME SUGGESTED THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ (horizontal) 

APPLICATIONS 

Custom manufactured plastic back cushion interfaces for installing headrest clamps. 

Wooden OBSS back interfaces. (self-tapping wood screws supplied) 

Tray surface for switch installation. 

Fabric upholstered traditional seating products, with stapled covers. (self-tapping wood 

screws supplied) 

Thread Sled’s hole spacing is based on ½” centers, most commercially made hardware 

uses 1” & 2” spacing. 
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THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ HEADREST - KIT 

I designed and use THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ 8”,10” & 12” models in my own 

custom seating and mobility manufacturing business. They can be installed on any new build in your 

custom seating shop. If it’s not a new build we’ve got you covered here at SEATS Inc. The TSEM’s been 

designed to be retrofitted to any pre-existing custom seating system, commercial products. The 

TSEM’s have been designed to be riveted, screwed or bolted onto your seating interfaces.  

Need to offset a headrest and shoulder straps to a pre-existing upholstered OBSS style back cushion, 

I’ve had to in my Custom seating business and it’s not pleasant nor is it profitable. TSEM’s system 

combined with your headrest of choice can be accommodated with our new TSEM. Need to add a 

headrest and shoulder straps to any commercially built back requiring some horizontal adjustment, 

with some 1” belt loops for adding a chest component? THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™is 

the answer. No drilling required into your commercial back for a trial with an assortment of 

headrests. All that’s required is modify slightly two holes in the headrest clamp. 

 It’s becoming more difficult to be profitable building and dispensing custom seating and mobility 

products. Some of the hardware that’s available to fabricators are limited not universal and 

sometimes not very safe to use with our growing barratric population. With the TSEM 10” and 12” 

models you can easily align horizontally, two headrest vertical posts. With double the headrest 

hardware you can rest assured that your client’s needs for strength are met. In addition, you have 

some room to move the headrest back and forth to provide your clients with improved head 

alignment.   THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ combined with our trusted THREAD SLED 

provides superior clamping force. THREAD SLED’s ™clamping capacity is more than four times 

greater than ¼-20 t-nuts.  In addition, the THREAD SLED ™has four tapped ¼-20 holes that can be 

positioned anywhere within your slotted TSEM’s range. You have the option of using our convieant 

hand wheels for daily adjustments or use four machine screws to secure the headrest clamp in your 

client’s preferred head position.  

 Given today’s stressful working environment. Where there are fewer bodies to help the seating and 

mobility professionals on site with client dispenses and all of the necessary hardware adjustments. 

With our TSEM horizontal mount you won’t need to transfer your clients in and out of their chair. 

During the time required for you to drill additional holes to reposition the headrest clamp to the left 

or right. The clientele in my SEATS’ business consists of a very diverse population. Some of my barratic 

clients weigh in at hundreds of pounds. Do I have a solution for you, it’s the amazing THREAD 

SLED EASY MOUNT ™? The advantages of replacing your traditional T-Nuts or Lock Nut – bolt 

combination, for securing various items to a seating device. The advantages are undisputable after 

you’ve tried our THREAD SLED EASY MOUNT ™ horizontal mount. 
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TRAY EASY MOUNT ™ 

 

I designed the TRAY EASY MOUNT™ mainly for manufacturing custom built plastic trays, with 

both clear and black ABS tops. I was getting approached on a regular basis to design some hardware that 

was better suited to mount trays onto power chairs with, swing away, stationery and centre mounted 

joysticks. Time and time again I watched in disbelief as vendors desperately cutting away portions of the 

circumferential structural ribbing. Molded into commercial trays for enhanced rigidity resulting in a flat 

top. The vendors had to do something to create additional space for the client’s joystick.  

I’ve included flathead ¼-20 screws and nylon spacers for attaching the TRAY EASY MOUNT™ 1” 

arm tubular arm receiver directly to Just Disc it™ which is applicable to manufacturing a new tray. 

For existing trays, the 1” tubular arm receivers can be installed directly to the tray’s surface using 

flathead machine screws and nylon spacers.  

All you need to install the discs if you choose to do so, is some Clear PVC Solvent Cement. It’s readily 

available at most building supplies centers. The beauty of JUST DISC IT™ is the ease of slider 

placement on the underside of any commercial or custom manufactured tray, or if you need to 

manufacture a tray with a joystick cutout. 

 

 

 

Other advantages of using our TRAY EASY MOUNT™ 

 

1) Easily removed by caregivers. 

2) Don’t require a swing away joystick unless you require it for transfers. Cuts down 

significantly on costly damage to joy sticks. 

3) If you’re in your chair for extended periods of time we can reverse the 1” arm tubular 

arm receivers, to face towards you. The beauty of this feature is your ability to simply 

hold onto the 1” tubing and slide them into the 1.5” receivers installed to both sides of 

your chair. You can remove and install the tray without anyone’s help during the day, 

unlike sliders which need a caregiver to remove. That’s independence for a change.  

4) No more ripped or damaged armrest pads. 
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JUST DISC IT ™ 

 

I designed ‘JUST DISC IT™ mainly for manufacturing custom built plastic trays, with both clear and 

black ABS tops. Our product comes with a ¼ - 20 sliding t-nut installed into a channel machined into the 

surface of the disc. I’ve included flathead ¼-20 screws for attaching the tray sliders to our discs. All you 

need to install the discs is, Clear PVC Solvent Cement. It’s readily available at most building supplies 

centers. The beauty of ‘JUST DISC IT™ is the ease of slider placement on the underside of any 

commercial or custom manufactured tray, or if you need to manufacture a tray with a joystick cutout. 

 

Other applications for ‘JUST DISC IT™ 

 

Tray switches  

Bag hook attachments for back shells. 

Routing joy-stick cables in hard-to-reach areas requiring a portable tapped hole.  

Any applications/positions where your utilizing plastic and require a mounting 

point for ¼”-20 machine screws. 
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i2i HEADREST HARDWARE REPAIR KIT FROM SEATS 

 

I designed the i2i HEADREST HARDWARE REPAIR KIT because Stealth makes a 

great headrest but as the saying goes “A chain is only as strong as its 

weakest link”. For the clientele that we’ve used the i2i headrest with really need it because 

their tone is off the charts. Generally, speaking it’s a combination of extending forward plus 

some corkscrewing, depending on the severity of their scoliosis. 

 

Along side my clients I became just as frustrated as they were with regular 

service calls to tighten the screws in the hardware links. After a while I simply 

drilled out the tapped holes and added a flat head screw and a lock washer. It worked a little 

longer than the original screws but not for very much longer. It was time to address the weak 

link. That is to say the joints that provide some great adjustment features were also quite a 

distance from the other end of the i2i headrest padded arms. It was time for some drastic 

measures so I machined some control arms and once the client and therapist were both happy, 

I scribed onto the existing blackened i2i links. After that I proceeded to install my control arms 

from the top of the headrest towards the bottom by first removing the screw out of the top link. 

Next replacing it with a ¼ - 20 socket head cap screw on one side of the channeled control arm 

and a locking nut on the opposite side control arm’s channel. After that I repeated the process 

on the bottom link. The centre link I left to double check the headrest’s position with the client. 

Once everyone was happy, I replaced that screw with a flat head screw and some Bellville lock 

washers under the head and a lock nut on the opposite side. The next step is to clamp the solid 

ends of the control arms to the headrest’s linkage and drill through both control arms and pass 

through the i2i’s link. Once that’s complete another ¼ - 20 socket head cap screw is inserted 

into the hole and a lock nut tightens all of the pieces together. 

  

The i2i headrest is very expensive to replace, so why not repair it for a 

fraction of the cost of replacing it. 
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JOYSTICK BUMPER THUMPER ™ KIT 

 

 

I designed the JOYSTICK BUMPER THUMPER™ for clients who struggle with physical 

impediments adversely impacting their driving skills, particularly while navigating narrow door ways. 

Such as ramps in van conversions, narrow turning circles in hallways, and regular homes converted 

marginally into wheelchair accessible homes. Shopping in retail locations which have tried to 

accommodate wheelchairs, with some success. These are only but a few scenarios that power 

wheelchair users are accustomed to daily. 

 

 

Financially speaking the JOYSTICK BUMPER THUMPER™ offers clients a significant cost 

savings becasue protecting their very expensive joystick from too much impact and jarring from hitting 

solid objects. One of my long-term client’s father mentioned to me before we installed the 

JOYSTICK BUMPER THUMPER™ that social services financed over $8,000.00 

in repairs after replacing four joystick assemblies, in less than five years. 

That’s the cost to replace the entire power base? 

Other applications for JOYSTICK BUMPER THUMPER™ 

-some other uses that clients have mentioned to me is that they find our JOYSTICK BUMPER 

THUMPER™ very handy as a handle, while transferring in and out of the their chair. 

-instead of reaching for their joystick as some additional support which many do while transferring 

clients grab the JOYSTICK BUMPER THUMPER™ 

 

As a bonus theirs no drilling required to install your JOYSTICK BUMPER THUMPER™ 
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